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Introduction to Cache-Aware Scheduling

The cache-aware scheduling for map task feature can be utilized for accelerating map/reduce job performance in the map stage for iterative jobs. The input for map tasks can be cached into memory and afterwards iterative jobs can directly use the input data in memory rather than get it from HDFS.

What are iterative jobs?

For some map/reduce-based problems, several iterations are needed for computing that require the same input file, for example, KMeans. For those iterative map/reduce jobs, since the input file is on HDFS, it will cost a lot of time to load data from HDFS for every job.

How to accelerate iterative jobs

To accelerate job performance when submitting the jobs, add the "-Dpmr.cache.split=on" option so that the job’s input data can be cached in the compute nodes’ memory and can be utilized by jobs afterwards. That is to say, if memory size is enough, jobs that run later can directly read data from memory rather than load data from HDFS.
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